
•   Having interviewed thousands of athletes and famous celebrities over the course of his expansive 
    career, Roy’s ability to go behind the scenes and pinpoint provocative and relevant sport narratives 
    provide a bridge between betting and entertainment. Roy’s thoroughly entertaining rapport with your
    betting clientele is an exceptional added value. Additionally, his wide appeal extends potential 
    opportunities of interest for non-betting patrons.

•   This new show targets casino sports gaming clients with an entertainment perspective that only
        Roy Firestone can deliver. Whether its football, boxing, baseball, basketball, golf, soccer, horse 
    racing –– Roy’s singular reservoir of knowledge and fun will ignite the gaming spirit in your guests.

•  Firestone will synthesize the facts and data while offering humorous and interesting anecdotal back
   stories about teams and athletes, as well as the business of sports and management. Roy’s expertise
   is the insiders‘ frame of mind that bettors utilize to improve their positions.

•  Firestone will be able to interview oddsmakers and notable bettors. Q & A sessions create an 
   interactive experience for your guests. 

• •  This show will be produced as a 3-to-4 day weekly residency. Ancillary features are weekly live 
   radio broadcasts direct from your venue, as well as exclusive live (or taped) onsite televised broad
   casts, to be featured on your business’ own CCTV entertainment system.
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Do you ever wonder why people today continue to frequent movie theatres instead of streaming films in 
the comfort of their homes? It’s the same reason bettors turn out to wager on sports in hotels and 
casinos, rather than online –– to socialize, feel the excitement of chance, and to be ENTERTAINED! Roy 
Firestone’s Sports World is a new concept designed to engage and entertain 21st century sports bet-
ting clientele –– and most importantly to keep them coming back to your business. Roy Firestone will 
bring you a fresh, powerful advantage that your competitors won’t have.

Roy Firestone’s Sports World
...the next generation of gaming entertainment

“Don’t make me cry, Roy” is the iconic phrase from the 
Academy Award winning movie Jerry Maguire, wherein 
Firestone is aptly cast as himself –– the eminent, incisive, 
hard hitting go-to interviewer.

Hailed as Hailed as “The best interviewer in the business” by Sports 
Illustrated, Roy is an uniquely gifted, popular sports broad-
caster. The original host of ESPN’S SportsLook, (later 
renamed Up Close) Firestone’s show spanned 15 years, for 
which he received seven Emmy Awards and seven CableACE 
Awards. Additionally, Roy has appeared in many nationally 
televised shows such as Married With Children, Everybody 
LoLoves Raymond, and The Simpsons, to name but a few.
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